BOOK   FIVE
FORM
WORK-SONG
We have battle hymns. We have war songs, anthems, and we do have
some few Negro labour-chanties. But we have no work-song of our own
that is a thing of the militant work-spirit.
These T-square and triangle verses, a kind of disturbing fife-and-drum
corps coming down the street—in a straight-line pattern—were spon-
taneously written early in my work life and should have preceded the
previous book WORK. They were omitted there because the song then
seemed, and still does, to be shouting 'damn'. Why not? It takes an ego
shouting 'damn' to withstand emasculation by such imitative erudition as
ours and the 'cultivation' any true ego, upright, is sure to receive at our
very best hands. So, here, to you is the militant work-song. Not as litera-
ture whatsoever, but for better or for worse.
Olgivanna set the lines to music and the song is now sung upon occasion
by the Taliesin Fellowship,
The only time these curious verses came out of hiding was long ago,
when, urged by well-meaning friends, I sent them on under the title of
THE DRUM to Richard Watson Gilder, then editor of The Century. The
Work-Song came back with a polite 'The rhythm of the drum, Mr.
Wright, can hardly be translated into poetry.'
Life seems to disdain our very best literary measurements: especially
our scholastic appraisals. Even so our approved popular standards.
All such become a frozen asset, or upset where cultural growth is
earnestly sought or deeply desired.
Outside our current of conventional ideas of what constitutes literature,
who knows Poetry?
The quest begun by the child in this beloved Valley, young feet woollen-
warm in fresh-fallen snow; both aching arms full of 'useless' dried weeds:
the structure-pattern of a multitude of lives already given, the search for
form here continues. It is a self-seeking—yes, of course, with what free-
dom I could win—or take.
Well. . . after the first four books FAMILY—FELLOWSHIP-
WORK—FREEDOM are done, like the 'Freshman at the Party* I look
back. Ten years later, wistful now, I imagine what I might have truly
said to go deeper and come off with more credit. Perhaps make a better
book for you to read. With some chagrin I realize I have not written an
autobiography at all. What I have set down is more an anti-Broadway
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